Introduction
Wireless adhoc networks consist of multiple wireless nodes distributed in an implementation area. To be power efficient, the wireless nodes only directly communicate with the nodes in their short local range (neighbor nodes). Communication between the non-neighbor nodes is enabled by successive usage of (one or more) local neighbors as forwarding relays. Several problems in this domain include modeling and estimation of data sets that only contain pairwise exchanged data between the neighboring nodes.
Years of continuous research in building statistical models and parameter estimation has produced a multitude of readily available methods and tools that can be employed for the problems in ad-hoc networks [10] . One limitation of the available methods is that majority of the ad-hoc modeling and estimation problems concern a large body of data and do not conform with typical assumptions needed to analytically declare the known theoretical optimality criteria. In such scenarios, the quality of the modeling and estimation methods are typically evaluated by how they perform on sets of real or simulated data. For example, some statistics of the resulting prediction error and/or a defined criterion (e.g., Bayesian information criterion (BIC)) is used for experimental evaluation of the method on the adhoc network measurements. A relevant question to answer is if indeed modeling and estimation of the pertinent data set requires introduction of a new model or an estimator, or the data could have been just as well addressed by the other known methods.
Our objective is to quantify the difficulty of model selection and estimation for a given adhoc network data set. This would provide impetus for inventing newer modeling and estimation objectives and tools that can address the difficult-tocharacterize data. Simultaneously, formation of new tools would depend upon finding truly challenging network data sets that need to be addressed, as opposed to building new models that have a limited practical usage. Devising sets of challenging data would also build a foundation for comparing the various modeling objective functions and estimators for the ad-hoc network data sets. The problem of finding challenging data is complicated by variations in properties of the underlying data sets collected by different sources. This includes difference in size, format, wireless ranges, hidden covariates, and the form of noise present in the collected data. Thus, it is not easy to find unique metrics that could be used for comparison of different modeling objective functions and estimation methods.
In statistics literature, sensitivity of estimation error or other discrepancy metrics to the underlying noise in data has been widely studied for a number of modeling methods [3, 24] . Also, the consistency of estimators based on a number of strong assumptions on the distribution of the data has been pursued [14] . However, no generic method or tool for determining the difficulty in modeling a data set free of imposing strong assumptions -such as normality or other closed-form distributions of noise -is available for use in adhoc networks. Note that the runtime complexity of a problem is an orthogonal concept. The complexity measures the worst-case computational time for the algorithm used for addressing the problem. Analyzing the worst-case runtime complexity does not help in understanding the complexity of characterizing a specific data set.
In adhoc network scenario, after the variable selection is done and the noise models are assumed, modeling is typically done by selecting a model form (e.g., nonlinear regression) and then estimating the model parameters on the data set. For analyzing the modeling objective function and estimation performance on the data, we study the pertinent optimization problem that consists of an objective function (OF) and a number of constraints. The data set is considered as the input to the optimization problem. We introduce a number of metrics that measure the complexity of the optimization problem based on the problem OF properties and constraints. The challenge in most optimization problems is the existence of nonlinearities that make the solution space coarse, causing bumpiness and multiple local minimums. We propose a number of measures for the smoothness of the OF and constraints space that estimate the feasibility of reaching the global minimum.
To enable studying the effectiveness of the optimization on an adhoc network data set, one should characterize the properties of the pertinent data set. The properties are specific to each data set and the problem. In this article, we focus on the problem of finding the location of nodes (localization) in an adhoc wireless network by using erroneous mutual distance measurements between a number of node pairs. However, we emphasize that our method is generic and can be used for determining the challenge in addressing many adhoc data set model objective selection and estimation that includes forming an optimization problem. The localization problem is selected for four reasons. First, it is a very well addressed problem in the literature and there are several methods that are developed for this problem [2, 6, 9, 19, 20, 26]. Second, there are a number of publicly available data sets for the measured distance data in the networks [5, 8, 21 ]. Third, the nonlinear relationship between noise in measurements data and the location of nodes makes the modeling problem extremely challenging. Fourth, localization problem is an NP-complete problem, i.e., in the worst case, there is no algorithm that can solve it in polynomial time [6, 25] . Lastly, location discovery is a precursor for a number of other problems in ad hoc networks including sleeping coordination [12, 13] , sensor coverage [15] , and sensing exposure [16] .
We characterize a number of properties of the measurement data set that could affect the quality of location estimation. Studying the interaction between the identified data properties and optimization metrics requires long simulations and analysis. We use the well-known Plackett and Burmann [23] simulation methodology to rapidly study the pairwise linear interactions of properties. A new approach for combining the impacts resulting from different properties of data on various optimization metrics is described. The sensitivity of optimization with respect to the various parameter ranks are presented.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that systematically studies the impact of the adhoc network data set on the optimization employed for finding the modeling objectives and estimations. Most of the previous work are devoted to modeling and analysis of the worst case complexity. The results of our analysis could be directly used for constructing benchmarks for the problem. The proposed work aims at creating a unified framework based on real data that can help evaluation and comparison of desperate efforts that address the same problem.
The remainder of the paper is organized a follows. In the next section, location estimation problem and our notations are formally defined. In Section 3, we devise a number of metrics that are used for OF evaluation. The simulation methodology is described in Section 4. In Section 5, we illustrate how the results of different metrics can be combined. We have applied the derived method on the measurements from a real network in Section 6. We conclude in Section 7.
Preliminaries
In this section, we present the formal definition of the problem. We also describe the notations that are used throughout the paper. In this paper, we focus on two-dimensional networks. Extension to threedimensional networks is straight forward. Coordinates of the node vi are denoted by (xi, yi).
The location estimation problem can be formulated as an optimization problem. The goal is to find the coordinates of K = N -M non-beacon nodes such that the discrepancy (error) between the measured distance data and the nodes' distances estimated from the final coordinates is minimized. In other words, 
FL : R2K -* R+ is known as objective function (OF) of the optimization problem.
Note that the OF of the location estimation problem is not necessarily a linear or convex function. There are a number of fast and efficient tools that are developed for linear and convex programming. However, there is no oracle algorithm that can solve all optimization problems. To find the minimum of a nonlinear problem like location estimation, there are a number of heuristic methods that may be employed. The nonlinear system solvers have a tendency to get trapped in a local minimum and do not necessarily lead to the global minimum. Although there are a variety of minimization algorithms, most of them are common in one subcomponent that starts from an initial point and follow the steepest decent to reach the minimum. The algorithms differ in how they choose the starting point, how they select the direction in the search space, and how they avoid local (non-global) minima. Thus, the shape of the OF around the global minimum is an important factor in finding the solution.
Data set. The measurement data used in this problem consists of measured distances between a number of static nodes in the plane. Measurements are noisy; there are multiple measurements for each distance. The true location of the nodes is known and will be known as the ground truth. As explained in Section 1, we sample the data set to obtain instances with specific properties.
Parameters. We will define a number of parameters that can be extracted from the data set. The sensitivity of the location estimation to the variations in each parameter will be studied. The analysis results will be used for identifying the hard instances of measurement data. Ten parameters are studied: 
Metrics
In this section, we introduce metrics for error and OF that are used for evaluating the importance of different parameters for location estimation. Three error metrics and four OF metrics are presented. Thus, a total of twelve combined metrics are used to evaluate the importance of parameters.
Error Metrics
The three error metrics studied in this paper are: L1, L2, and the maximum likelihood (ML). L1 and L2 are the common error norms in the Lp family defined as: To find the error metric corresponding to ML, we need to model the noise in distance measurements. To model the noise, the probability density function (PDF) of errors, fir, for the distance measurements should be approximated. Different methods are developed to approximate PDF of noise, fm [8] . We have used kernel fitting that is a simple and known PDF approximation method [10] . To have the maximum likelihood estimation for the nodes' locations, we find the nodes' coordinates such that they maximize 
Objective Function (OF) Metrics
We describe metrics that are used for evaluating OFs. The metrics are introduced based on the properties of OF that are effective in optimization. These metrics are such that they assign larger values to the more difficult-to-optimize OFs. For example, if one selects a convex OF, it may be possible to utilize convex programming depending on the form of the constraints. In defining the OF metrics, we assume that there is a fixed instance of location estimation data. Thus, for a fixed error metric, the OF would be fixed. Metrics of OF are denoted by M : C -* R+ where C is the functional space that contains all OFs. is the correct nodes' location. However, the global minimum of the OF is displaced at Pgm because of the noise. We consider the distance between Pc and its displaced location Pgm as an OF metric and denote it by drifting. To find the drifting distance, we start from the true locations as the initial point. Next, the steepest descent direction of the OF is followed until a local minimum is reached. The Euclidean distance between the true locations and this local minimum quantifies the drifting metric (denoted by Mi) for the pertinent OF.
Drifting of Objective Function (OF)
Since
Nearest Local Minimum
Having a number of local minimums around the global minimum in an OF may cause the optimization algorithm to get trapped in one of the non-global local minimums. It is challenging to minimize such an OF since the global minimum is hard to reach. Figure 1 illustrates the phenomena. The OF has multiple local minima at points Pml, Pml and so on. The steepest decent method leads to the global minimum if and only if we start from a point between Pml and Pm2. Hence, having a small distance between Pml and Pm2 would complicate the selection of the initial starting point.
We introduce a method to measure the distance of the true locations from the local minimums around the global minimum. Because of curse of dimensionality, it is not possible to find all the local minimums around the global minimum. We randomly sample the OF in multiple directions. The nearest local minimum is computed for each randomly selected direction. We statistically find the distance to the nearest local minimum by using multiple samples.
Assume F : R2K -R+ is the OF. A random direction in R2K is a vector in this space. Let us denote it by v E R2K. First, we define a new function h : IR+ R+ such that h(t) = F(p, + tv) where Pc is a vector containing the true locations of nodes. Second, we find the local minimum of h with the smallest positive t and denote it by t1. We repeat this procedure for T times and find all ti's. T is the number of samples. Finally, since it is expected that the defined metric has a larger value for more difficult-to-optimize OF, we define the nearest local minimum metric to be Note that the slope of the i-th random direction, vi, is measured at Pgm + Uvi where a is a small number and is a user's defined criterion.
Depth of the Non-Global Local Minima
Optimization problems that have an OF with deep local minimums around the global minimum are difficult to solve. A number of heuristic optimization methods take advantage of the shallow local minimums to avoid non-global local minimums, e.g., simulated annealing [11] . In Figure 2 , avoiding the local minimum at plI is much easier than local minimum at P12.
We define the forth metric for quantifying the goodness of an OF on the data, as the depth of the non-global local minimums. We randomly select T local minimums around the true locations. Assuming that mi is the OF value at the randomly selected local minimums, define More precise results can be obtained by using the foldover design matrix [18] . In the foldover design matrix, all rows of the single design are repeated after its last row but Os and is are exchanged in the repeated rows.
Combining Different Ranks
In this section, we explain how to combine the rankings of the parameters under study to obtain a global order for them. Using the ranking method in the previous section, we would have different rankings for various error metrics and OF metrics. Since there are three error metrics and four objective function metrics, there would be twelve different ranking lists for the importance of parameters; each parameter may have a different rank in each ranking list.
Each rank is obtained based on a specific property of the optimization problem. As it is explained in Section 3, for each error and objective function metric, the parameters are ranked based on the importance factor obtained from PB-design. IFs with large discrepancies lead to a stronger ranking compared to IFs with small discrepancies. Simply summing up the rankings would not necessarily determine which of the importance factors were better differentiating among the parameters.
For each ranking, Ri,j, and for each pair of parameters, Ps, Pt, we find the probability that P, is more important than Pt. Based on the probabilities, we construct the global ranking.
Consider a specific error metric, Li, and a specific objective function metric, 
Parameters with a larger ift have a higher probability of being important compared to the other parameters. We sort the parameters based on their corresponding ift values.
Evaluation Results
We have applied the developed method to real distance measurement data for location estimation problem. Parameters that were described in Section 2 are ranked using our methodology. We illustrate how the various ranking lists differ. Then, we combine the rankings to obtain a global ranking.
The distance measurements data from the CENS lab [4] is used to evaluate the effect of each parameter. This database is based on the real distance measurements for SH4 nodes [8] . 91 nodes are located in fixed locations. Distance measurement is done multiple times and in different days. The distance measurements are based on the time of flight (ToF) [17] of the signals. In this method, the time of flight of an acoustic signal is used to determine the distance between two nodes. It was previously shown that the noise in the measurements is strongly non-static [7] . Therefore, parametric methods based on optimizing the results according to a fixed noise distribution do not yield good location estimations.
We have used Integer Linear Programming (ILP) to sample the database for drawing instances with specific properties. In each experiment, the PB-design matrix implies a specific value for each parameter. Extreme and normal values for parameters are shown in Table 1 . The values are determined based on the real measurements' error. In all experiments, c2 is equal to 20 (m2).
The following abbreviations are used in this section. Table 3 shows that the probability that the mean of Bs is larger than the mean of PERE2 is 0.984. Similarly, MAX.2 and PER.2 have approximately the same importance. The probability that the mean of MAX.2 is larger than the mean of PER,2 is 0.49. This probability value is close to 0.5, meaning that there is not enough information to compare the values. Table 4 compares the importance factors of SMAS for the L2 error metric. Table  4 confirms the result. The rows corresponding to Ns, and Ds have values close to 1 confirming the high importance of the two parameters. When comparing other parameters, the probability that one parameter is greater than the other is about 0.5. It confirms our previous postulation that simple rankings are not sufficient for concluding the global parameter ordering and the importance factors are significant as well.
The global ranking based on the introduced combining method in Section 5 is shown in Table 5 . The table indicates that the mean degree of nodes Ds is the most important parameter. This result is consistent with Table 2 where the mean degree of nodes Ds is the most important parameter in the seven scenarios.
The global ranking results could be used to improve the goodness of location estimations in ad-hoc networks. To deploy a network or on an already deployed network, one could exploit the results by considering the analyzed effect of each parameter on the estimated location's accuracy. Based on the constraints of the problem, the best parameters for improving the estimated locations could be determined. For example, when there are limitations for the mean degree of the graph, one can increase the number of nodes in the network to increase the accuracy of the estimated location. Note that, changing one parameter typically only improves the accuracy up to a certain point; further changing the parameter would not yield an improvement in the estimation accuracy.
Conclusion
We introduce a systematic methodology for determining the challenge of modeling a pertinent adhoc network data set. The complex modeling problem is studied as an instance of a nonlinear optimization problem that consists of an objective function (OF) and a set of constraints. The data set is the optimization input and the estimated model is the output. We characterize the input by a set of its characteristic parameters. We define four new metrics that can be used to evaluate the goodness of an input for being optimized by a specific OF. The introduced metrics are: (1) drifting of the OF, (2) distance to the nearest local minimum, (3) the slope of the OF around the solution, and (4) the depth of the non-global local minima. We employ Plackett and Burmann simulation methodology to systematically evaluate the linear impact of various input parameters under each metric. Finally, we present a method for combining the effect of parameters under different metrics to determine the global impact of each parameter. We utilize the new methodology for estimating the locations of the nodes in an ad-hoc network where the distance measurement data is available. Three common forms of OF are considered: L1, L2 and L,. Our evaluations show that the mean degree on the nodes and the number of nodes in the network are the two most important parameters for estimating the locations.
